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 This paper presents a review on Heart Monitoring System at 10 GHz using Microwave 
Doppler Technique for Athlete’s Fitness Monitoring System. The Heart Monitoring 
System will be examine because it is very important for the athletes in monitoring their 
fitness as well as physical activities in maintaining their health during training session 
or in any events. There will be a specific section of explain the importance of Heart 
Monitoring System by different categories in order to understand the importance of this 
system in our life. The aims of this paper are to review the basic principles elements, 
recent technologies and results from the current systems. In this section, will be explain 
that current Heart Monitoring System will normally design using wireless wearable 
microwave sensor instead of wired wearable sensor. This is because to monitor critical 
vital signs such as electrocardiograph, heart rate, respiration and body temperature. The 
systems, which are operating at 10GHz using Microwave Doppler Technique allowing 
a low power, transmit to the chest’s person and provide more practical testing to detect 
heart rate and respiration of human far away wirelessly will describe. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The new era of communications has opened doors to much advancement in biomedical engineering and 

medical application to implement a healthcare monitoring via telemedicine (James, 1999; Koich, 1999) and at 
home monitoring (Jing et al., 1999). Healthcare monitoring in medical applications could be categories are: 
prevention, healthcare maintenance and checkups, short-term monitoring (home healthcare monitoring), long-
term monitoring (nursing home), personalized healthcare monitoring, incidence detection and management, 
emergency intervention, transportation and treatment (Shilpa et al., 2011; Nabil et al., 2011; Carolyn et al., 
2004). The healthcare monitoring has become an important need for patients to know their current status or 
health level conditions for their future preferences and of course it is importance in everyday life. Besides that, it 
inconvenient for all the doctors, nurses, specialist or other healthcare provider to access continuously the 
healthcare of patient for the upcoming actions (health assessment) and treatments (medical care).  

Based on several of current healthcare monitoring problems and culture of nowadays modern world, many 
traditional or conventional concepts are interpreted and redeveloped by adopting a several existing technologies 
such as wireless sensor network (WSN) in medical applications (Ian et al., 2007; Roozbeh et al, 2005).  By 
implementing the evolution of wireless technology in healthcare, monitoring platforms were performed to 
transmit vital data for an increased accessibility in healthcare, to remotely monitor the health status of a patient 
continuously and thus, supporting and improving the overall quality of healthcare services (Paula et al, 2006; 
G.Virone et al., 2006; Mehmet et al., 2007). The study about the wireless detection of respiration and heart rate 
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has been started since 1975 (Upkar, 2007; Sawsan et al., 2010). Therefore the medical information will fulfill 
the vision of healthcare monitoring performance for anyone, anytime, and anywhere by mobilizing location 
management, time and other restraints while increasing both the coverage and the quality of healthcare (O. B. 
Lubecke et al., 2002). 

Other than that, the rapid improvement of the technological progress and development has led an 
impressive increase in the utilization of microwave technologies in wireless medical monitoring. The 
microwave communications revolution was developed to improve healthcare and maintainability of critical 
health problems around the world.  Previous method was carried out in order to detect any life signal and finally 
the detection of heartbeat and respiration rate activity was performed by using continuous microwave Doppler 
radar at 9 GHz (James, 1975). It became a need in order to treat patients quickly regardless of their locations. 
Another method was carried out using the concept of microwave Doppler radar vital signs monitoring and 
describing in implementation with a commercially available motion sensor detector at 10G Hz (James et al., 
1979). Since no sensor is required on the patient’s body, and only minimal training is necessary for the use of 
the instrument, this approach is very attractive for use in home care and any monitoring application.  

Recently, most of current sport’s management system doesn’t have any add on information such as weather 
prediction due to the sports event, wirelessly heartbeat and respiration monitoring for fitness of an athlete, and 
many more. Due to these drawbacks, this paper will focus on wireless microwave sensor device developing 
sensor by using Doppler radar techniques for athlete’s fitness monitoring in order to improve the sport 
management system and also pervasive the healthcare monitoring services. With add on to the system, the user 
will also enable to know the fitness of the athletes based on the sport’s management system and this system can 
be very useful and beneficial to all type of the users. The wireless microwave sensor device is composing of an 
antenna, amplifier and filter. The elements of the device and technique suggestion will be discussed in this paper 
later on. 

 
Importance of Heart Rate Monitoring System: 

The used of heart rate monitor is not only limits for healthcare monitor in the hospital or for elderly but it 
can also be used in the sports arena. We can see in this field, physical activities are very important for 
maintaining the healthcare of an athlete during training sessions or race events (Yeon et al., 2010; Vijay et al., 
2010). Usually, the physical exercise is successfully done if the current condition of their health is very good 
(Andr´e et al., 2003). Regarding on that, the health monitoring is needed in order to determine the range of their 
heart rate (HR) and extract the heart rate variability (HRV) (N. S. A. Zulkifli et al., 2012). HR is a not stationary 
signal where its variation may contain indicators of current disease, or warnings about impending cardiac 
diseases (Leandro et al., 2012). HRV is defined as the change in the duration of time intervals between 
consecutive heartbeats is emerging as an excellent indicator of health status (N. H. Mahmood et al., 2011). The 
monitoring should be compatible in over-training or exercise session done by an athletic to determine an 
optimum intensity exercise, to improve physical fitness performance and preventing from serious injury while 
very helpful for coaches to monitor the fitness level of an athletic in a more effective with safer manner. 

The implementation of life-detection system in our world are focusing on detecting the human breathing 
and their heartbeat signals when victims are trapped deep under earthquake rubble, collapsed building debris or 
located behind a barrier wall (R. Acharya U et al.;2004, Lluís et al., 2012; Kun et al., 1986; Huey et al., 1999). 
Common cause of collapsed, is due to faulty construction or design, fire, gas explosions, terrorist acts, but the 
single most common and devastating collapse is an earthquake (A. Izadi et al., 2006). The monitoring system 
must be sensitive enough for detecting, searching and rescuing subjects lying on the ground or located behind 
cinder block wall debris and also allows determining the amount of people behind the wall (E. Aggelopoulos et 
al., 1995; Amer, 2010). There is a great demand for constructing a more sensitive life-detection system in order 
to monitor during sense living subjects breathing and heartbeat movements of which capable of responding to 
the system (Chi and Zi, 2008; Dr. B. Levitas et al., 2008). 

Stein’s Increased stress level in working environments (tiredness and stresses), depletion of sleep which 
cause drowsiness, variation in sleep pattern caused by a variety of different factors such as illness and time due 
to the adaptation of global time zone in working environments increased in alcohol or drug consumption are 
serious problem in traffic, large distance in travelling using high power automobiles, contributes to increased 
level of driver drowsiness and fatigue (Kun et al., 2000; Dr. B. Levitas and J. Matuzas, 2006; David, 1980, 
Masahiro et al., 2010; Yuan et al., 2011). In the past decade, steep increase in accidents and loss of life was 
experienced mainly due to the increase of the driver drowsiness and fatigue. Based on that main problems, an 
intelligent wireless sensor network to monitor, and detect driver drowsiness in real-time has been developed 
with the vehicle identification number and the real-time location coordinates of the driver, to inform or warn the 
driver of the danger or else to send an intervention signal to the pre-crash safety system (nearby police station) 
and other advanced vehicle safety systems (rescue teams) (Shahina et al., 2012;, Kohji et al., 2011). One of the 
novel ideas are the development of multiple sensors embedded in the steering wheel capable to measure the 
heart rate and dynamically alert the driver or the rescue team about the driver drowsiness, to avert accidents or 
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implement a video camera that points directly towards the driver’s face in order to detect fatigue where the 
system will support the professional drivers to reduce risk of accidents while driving or operating a vehicle 
(Maneesha et al., 2011; Masahiro et al., 2008). The study of heart rate variability sensitivity and the interval 
between heart R-waves see the possibility of this physiological phenomenon as an indicator in sleepiness 
detection while driving is consequence needed in order to make the system become in real time functioning 
(Joan and Ramon, 2012). 

The increasing of number and percentages of patients hospitalized in order to get treatments or checkups 
rose from day to day. It is because hospitals are the best place for check-ups, treatments, and monitoring 
patients’ continuously and surely they demand more effective and efficient healthcare services and reliable vital 
sign measurement to secure patient staying in the hospital (Mandalapu et al., 2008; Manik et al., 2012; Jeff and 
Willem, 2006). Patients with chronic cardiovascular disease or stroke, the daily health conditions such as pulse, 
respiration, activities and so on, could be continuously measured in the hospital, the rehabilitation room or the 
subject’s own home after samples taken by physicians which are validated by hi-tech computerized validation 
systems this to ensure plausibility, before physicians rely on them (Manik et al., 2012; Jeff and Willem, 2006). 
Also for the pregnancy women and labor process, the patients need a continuous monitoring and diagnosis at 
clinic or hospital, which have the information about the state of fatal ECG (FECG) of the fetus (John et al., 
2005; Kosuke et al., 2011). It is also very important to check and monitor a fatal heart rate (FHR) and uterine 
contraction (UC) for such abnormalities in pregnant women at high risk for prematurity and miscarriage which 
can be effectively prevented by portable instrumentation by recording the abnormal FHR and UC and it alerts 
pregnant women when to go to the hospital to see a physician (F. Kovacs and M. Toeroek, 2006; Mihaela et al., 
1995; Chih et al., 1997). Therefore, in telemedicine environments, they are competing in order to develop and 
improve a patient’s monitoring system in a hospital which can remotely and continuously monitor the state of a 
patient in a room, such as the electrocardiogram (ECG), body surface temperature, two dimensions (2D) and 
three-dimensional (3D) acceleration, with a wireless vital sensor technology (F. Kovacs and M. Torok, 2006; 
Jianfeng et al., 1998). From here all the therapists and physicians have to infer the effectiveness of rehabilitation 
approaches from observations performed in the clinical setting and from patients’ feedback (Shinsuke et al., 
2012). 

Home-Based health care monitoring and health maintenance was rapidly growing because of the demand by 
modern world. Mobilized located healthcare professionals must be able to immediately detect changes in a 
patient’s health status and physiological parameters of patients, thus be able to initiate appropriate remediation, 
to allow them to stay in their own homes to continue normal daily activities, improve health outcomes, and 
reduce costs (S. S. Torkestani et al., 2010; Paolo, 2009). By implementing this application, heart and respiration 
rate signal must be reliably anytime, anywhere via the system for family or individual users with their doctors 
(control power and interference) where offered the advantages in system deployment in areas such as data 
accuracy and security (Tae et al., 2006; Betty et al., 2006; B. Fong et al., 2007; S. Armour et al., 2001; N. 
Ansari et al., 2006; Kai W. and Xiaoming W., 2007). With the concerning from all parties, the CHILDCARE 
system was developed and implemented as home health care monitoring which is addresses the real needs of 
chronically ill children involving their family and the professional doctors (Ki et al., 2007). Besides that, signal 
from the heart beating, respiration effort signal and body movement signal are become more importance in 
health care monitoring to prevent from sleep apnea problem and chronic disease for elderly people who prefer to 
live at home as long as possible (K. Starida et al., 2003; J. H. Shin et al., 2007; Vincent et al., 2003; Linli et al., 
2012). 

 
Nowadays heart rate monitoring at 10 ghz frequencyAnd discussion: 

The used of heart rate monitor is not only limits SYSTEM A (Sawsan et al., 2010). System A has been 
developed to detect the heartbeat and respiration activities with 9 GHz Continuous Wave based on the Doppler 
Effect. It became a need in order to treat patients immediately regardless of their locations. The operating 
system composed of an oscillator with 0 dbm of emitted power, a circulator, a Schottky diode mixer and a horn 
antenna of 15 dB gains. In this system, horn antenna was directed wirelessly to the patient’s chest under test 
with a normal chest displacement. Signal detected could be displayed on the oscilloscope and applied to the 
input of Digital Multimeter (consist of acquisition card) in order to download a weak signal into a Labview. A 
processing signal method was applied to get the respiration rate in real-time. Two Band-pass Chebeychev order 
4 filters with appropriate bandwidth are applied in separating the heartbeat and respiration rate. Filter 1 has a 
bandwidth that ranges between 0.15 Hz and 0.4 Hz for the extraction of respiration activity and filter 2 with 
bandwidth between 0.5 Hz and 1.5 Hz for the cardiac activity. The Doppler shifted of the reflected signal was 
described as a phase modulation. Where θ(t) is the phase variation between the emitted and the reflected signal, 
x(t) is the periodic movement and λ is the wavelength on the operating frequency. 

 
Calculation: ΔƟ (t) = 
    λ 

2 x frequency x (2Π x(t)) 
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the system used. 
 

Table 1: Operating from 50 cm during 60 seconds per samples. 
Displacement condition Heart activity (mm) Heartbeat rate varies (beats/ minute) Frequency (Hz) 
Rest 0.2 and 0.5 50 and 90 0.83 and 1.5 
Peak to peak chest motion, caused by 
respiration 

4 and 12 9 and 24 0.15 and 0.4 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Respiration (top) and Cardiac (bottom). 
 
SYSTEM B (O. Boric et al., 2002) has a complete outline the concept of microwave Doppler radar at 10 

GHz to sense a respiration and heart movement, which also describe an implementation with commercially 
available motion sensor detectors. It became increasing important in home healthcare and monitoring with the 
increasing percentage of aging population and population suffering from chronic illness such asthma and heart 
disease. This system composed of a microwave source, a directional coupler, a circulator, a base-band mixer, 
digital signal processing, PCMCIA card 12-bit A/D converter and two separate pair of patch antennas with 
power output of 13 dBm. Patch antenna was used to transmit and receive functions when the subject was seated 
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in front of the module during testing. The transmitted and received signals are typically separated using two 
antennas, or by using a circulator or a directional coupler. Then the received signal is down-converted to base-
band, using a small portion of, the transmitted signal as a local oscillator. The hardware filters for low 
frequencies of breathing and heart pattern can be bulky using digital signal processing. To determine rates, 
periodicity of Low-pass and Band-pass signals were examined using Peak Detection Method. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of a homodyne radio for non-invasive detection of heart and respiration movement. 
 
Table 2: Operating from 1.5 m during 50 seconds per samples. 

Displacement condition Heartbeat rate varies (beats / minute) Frequency (Hz) 
Breathing 14 0.23 
Heart Rate 60 1 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Heart and Respiration traced along the Number of Samples at 10.535 GHz. 
 
Increased SYSTEM C (Dany et al., 2009) was designed for heartbeat detection with the ability of tuning 

both frequency and power at 10 GHz in order to separate the heart and respiration signals. This simplicity of the 
system installation would be useful in order to determine the optimal frequency with the minimum power before 
implementation process. The experiment was done by using two horn antennas with power output of -10 dBm 
wirelessly directed to the chest of a person. Both antennas are connected to two ports of Vector Network 
Analyzer and capable of generating a Continuous Wave signal at the desired frequency. The frequency and the 
transmitted power can be set and modified manually on the Vector Network Analyzer, and the variation of the 
phase of the transmission coefficient (S21) can be measured in terms of degrees. Note that S21 is the forward 
complex transmission coefficient. While the antenna receives reflected signal off the person’s chest will be sent 
back to the Vector Network Analyzer. 
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Fig. 5: Measurement system operating at 10 GHz. 
 

Table 3: Operating from 1m during 10 seconds per samples. 
Displacement condition Heartbeat rate varies (beats / minute) Frequency (Hz) 
Breathing 25 0.4 
Heart Rate 1.7 1.3 

 
Table 4: Phase variation of the chest displacement due heart-beating. 
λ (mm) ΔƟ for Δ x= 0.2mm ΔƟ for Δ x= 0.5 mm Frequency (Hz) 
30 4.8° 12° 5.7° 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Heart activity detected along the Time(s). 
 
SYSTEM D (Dany et al., 2009) implemented of detecting the heart activity at a distance of 1 meter from 

the person is same with system C. The measurement was done using the same antennas for a fixed total output 
power, -10 dBm. Note that the total output power is the power of the transmitted signal added to the antenna 
gain. Because the antenna gain depends on the frequency, the power of the transmitted signal has to be tuned in 
order to keep a constant value for the output power. Furthermore this system was performed to extract the Heart 
Rate Variability at 10 GHz from the time domain variation of the phase of S21 parameter. The Peak Detection 
Method is applied to both the original signals and the smoothed signals. The Heart Rate Variability is a measure 
of the beat-to-beat variation of the heart rate. This corresponds to the R-R interval. Where the R-R interval is the 
duration of each peak corresponds to a single heartbeat. Extracting the Heart Rate Variability is used as an 
indicator of the activity of autonomic regulation of circulatory function. The calculation of the standard 
deviation of beat-to-beat intervals is used to obtain information about the autonomic nervous system. 
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Fig. 7: Measurement system operating at 10 GHz. 
 

Table 5: Phase variation of the chest displacement due heart beating. 
λ (mm) ΔƟ for Δ x= 0.2mm ΔƟ for Δ x= 0.5 mm Frequency (Hz) 
30 4.8° 12° 5.7° 

 
Table 6: Heartbeat Rate and the Standard Deviation of the Heart Rate Variability for both the Original and the Smoothed Signals. 

Original signal  Smoothed signal 
Heart Rate (beats/min) STD of HRV Heart Rate (beats/min) STD of HRV 
66.74 0.1102 66.66 0.1031 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Heart Rate Variability of the original (blue) and smoothed signal (red). 
 
SYSTEM E (Dany et al., 2008) proves the ability to accurately detect heart activity and extract heartbeat 

rates, using low power ranging from the minimum available level (-30 dBm) up to 0 dBm from the radiating 
structure in detecting the heart activity. Note that the power transmitted by a Wireless Local Area Network or 
any cordless phone is more than 10 dBm. The implementation of this system is capable to improve the quality of 
treatment for patients with conditions, such as infants at risks of sudden infant syndrome, burn victims, and 
detect life signal from under rubble. Two Q-par Angus Ltd Horn Antennas and Vector Network Analyzer are 
used in the experiment. An experiment was conducted at a distance of 1 meter from a 25 years old person and 
10 GHz is chosen in order to provide a comparative approach at higher frequencies. This system measurements 
concern the phase of the forward complex transmission coefficient (S21), where its variation corresponds to 
phase variation (Δθ(t)). A heartbeat signal is detected in the proposed system with 1 μW transmitted power, 
while the power allowed by the Federal Communications Commission is 1 Watt. This system evaluates the 
minimum power level of the transmitted signal at which the heart activity can be detected.  It is because a 
decreasing in the power level is important for safety considerations concerning both the patient and the medical 
personal. Two methods for refining the signals are used. The first is using a Low-pass Chebyshev order-5 filter 
and the second one is based on smoothing the signal according to the Newton relation. From here the fact by 
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using a different method for smoothing the signal proves that the transmitted power can be reduced to -3 dBm 
without losing the ability in detecting the heart activity; thus, extracting the heartbeat rate. In this system we can 
know that the average of standard deviation over mean decreases while increasing the power. 

 
 

Fig. 9: Measurement system operating at 10 GHz. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: Standard Deviation of the heartbeat rate over the average rate. 
 
SYSTEM F (Jee et al., 2009) has verified the efficiency of the Doppler radar system using polarization 

selective series-fed array antennas and measured the respiration and heart rates at 10 GHz. It becomes 
implemented in order to detect heart and respiration of human far away. This system is composed of an 
oscillator, a power divider, two isolators, a mixer, a baseband part and two antennas (series-fed elliptically 
polarized array).  Both antennas were separated in order to improve their isolation. The antenna was located 10 
meter away focusing on the 30 years in age of a person’s chest that is sat on a chair with cloths on, maintaining 
a straight posture. Starting with output power 8dBm from frequency synthesizer, which is dividing by power 
divider one of them entered to the mixer and another one entered into the HRP antenna after power amplifier. 
This HRP antenna has 20 dB of gain. The received signal is amplified in the Low Noise Amplifier that has gain 
9 dB and 3.3 dB noise figures and entered into the mixer. Finally Doppler frequency is entered into a baseband 
part. In this part, IF signals are amplified in the instrumentation amplifier and the High-pass filter then removes 
the DC in order to prevent a DC offset. Low-pass filter was filtered out the high frequency included in the IF 
signal. The respiration and heart signals were obtained after filtering the raw signal and the signal is displayed 
on the computer after converting the digital signal at the Analog to Digital converter. A frequency synthesizer 
which has a low phase noise characteristic has been proposed because of the phase noise specification is an 
importance specification in Doppler radar system. 
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Fig. 11: Block diagram of Continuous Wave Doppler radar system. 
 

 
 

Fig. 12: Respiration rate (top) and Heart rate (bottom) form body to antenna at 10m distance. 
 
SYSTEM G (J. M. Park et al., 2003) has been implemented to prove that 10 GHz systems is better than lees 

frequency system (1.9 GHz) in order to detect the respiration and the heart rate of the patients for far distance. It 
is because of a very thin skin layer in the body according to the short wavelength. For detection, the system has 
consisted of two parabolic antennas, RF transceiver (transmitter and receiver), and baseband section. The gain 
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for antenna is 27 dBi and bandwidth is 1% entered 10 GHz and the Low Noise Amplifier’s gain is 8dB and the 
maximum noise figure is 2 dB. The transceiver section was composed of a coupler, an attenuator, Low Noise 
Amplifier, a circulator and a mixer. While on baseband section has composition of amplifiers, filters and A/D 
conversion part. Operation of this system was started with the reflected (received) signal on the surface, which 
received heartbeat, and Low Noise Amplifier for signal’s entering into the mixer properly amplifies respiration. 
The reflected signal from the object is mixed with the reference signal of transmitter to produce an output signal. 
After that, the signal was filtered by band-pass filter with filtered signal in 0.03-3.3 Hz for obtaining the IF 
signal. Then, the signal was come out from the system will be compared with the electrocardiogram (ECG) 
signal of monitor which is used for patient monitoring in hospital. The magnitude of source power used in 
during the experiment is 11 dBm. This paper has mentioned that the heart rates and respiration although can find 
successfully the information signal up to 10 meter distance although the signal becomes weak. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13: Block Diagram of non-invasive life signal detecting using system used at 10 GHz. 
 

Table 7: Operating from 1 m during 5 seconds per samples. 
Displacement condition Heartbeat rate varies (beats / minute) Frequency (Hz) 
Breathing 12 - 18 0.2 - 0.3 
Heart Rate 54 - 96 0.9 - 1.6 

  
Table 8: Heartbeat Rate and the Standard Deviation of the Heart Rate Variability for both the Original and the Smoothed Signals. 

Dielectric Constant Conductivity (S/m) 
Skin Muscle Skin Muscle 
66.74 0.1102 66.66 0.1031 
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Fig. 14: Heart rate (top) and Respiration rate (bottom) at 10 GHz. 
 

Conclusions: 
In this paper reviewed the Heart Monitoring System at 10 GHz using microwave Doppler techniques. This 

system is very important, especially in the health monitoring field application, which leads to better 
understanding about medical and healthcare. By deploying such a system, it not only save our valuable time and 
cost of treatment, but prevents and protect from chronic disease. Besides that, it spurs the technology 
advancement and novel invention, which lead the world to better and healthy lifestyle. The Heart Monitoring 
System design is based on the needs to fulfill specific and by choosing correct technique or method will reduce 
the common challenging issues and limitation. Normally, a system with optimum power consumption, small in 
size, light in weight, reliability, efficient operation and friendly user are more desired. 
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